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I. INTRODUCTION

The TOPI-IE test was a transient overpower test on irradiated mixed-oxide fuel pins

in the Experimental Breeder Reactor - II (EBR-II). The test, the fifth in a series, was part of

a cooperative program between the U. S. Department of Energy and the Power Reactor and

Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation of Japan to conduct operational transient testing on

mixed-oxide fuel pins in the metal-fueled EBR-II. The principle objective of the TOPI-IE test

was to assess breaching margins for irradiated mixed-oxide fuel pins over the Plant Protection

System (PPS) thresholds during a slow, extended overpower transient.

To support the transient operation of EBR-II for the TOPI-IE test, the anticipated

behavior of the reactor was modeled with the SASSYS computer code,1 which was developed

to analyze a full spectrum of reactor operations in liquid metal-cooled reactors (LMRs).

SASSYS provides a detailed thermal-hydraulic and neutron kinetics treatment of the reactor

core, coupled with a general thermal-hydraulic treatment of the primary and intermediate heat

transport systems. The code is especially suited for evaluating off-normal reactor transients.

SASSYS is heavily used in support of the Integral Fast Reactor concept2 and of innovative

LMR designs. A SASSYS model of EBR-II has been developed and validated with data from

whole-plant experiments in EBR-II,3> 4 including a number of the Shutdown Heat Removal

Tests (SHRT).5' 6 The SHRT experiments culminated in unprotected loss-of-flow and loss-of-

heat-sink transients from full power and flow conditions.



The SHRT experiments demonstrated the ability of a metal-fueled LMR to survive two

of the three worst-case accident scenarios in LMRs - unprotected loss-of-flow and unprotected

loss-of-heat-sink accidents. These experiments showed that natural processes such as negative

reactivity feedback due to thermal expansion of reactor materials and natural convection of the

primary system sodium coolant will shutdown EBR-II and prevent excessive core temperatures

even if a serious accident were to disable the PPS.7 The third worst-case accident scenario -

an unprotected transient overpower accident - will be the subject of future tests in EBR-II. The

TOPI-IE test is an important early step in characterizing overpower events in a metal-fueled

LMR. Comparisons of SASSYS simulations with data from the unprotected loss-of-flow and

loss-of-heat-sink experiments in the SHRT series3' 4 provided a direct measure of the ability

of SASSYS to model two of the most important severe accident scenarios in LMRs. Analysis

of the TOPI-IE experiment presents an indication of the ability of SASSYS to model the third

important severe accident scenario.

This paper describes the effect of the TOPI-IE experiment on reactor components and

the impact of the experiment on the long-term operability of the reactor. The paper discusses

the role that SASSYS played in the pre-test safety analysis of the experiment. The ability of

SASSYS to model transient overpower events is detailed by comparisons of data from the

experiment with computed reactor variables from a SASSYS post-test simulation of the

experiment. A discussion of the behavior of the mixed-oxide test pins during the TOPI-IE

experiment is presented elsewhere.8

II. DESCRIPTION OF EBR-II

EBR-II is a metal-fueled, sodium-cooled, pool-type fast reactor designed to operate at

a rated thermal power of 62.5 MW and a net electrical power output of about 20 MW. The

EBR-II plant consists of a primary system and a secondary system, which both use liquid

sodium as a coolant, and a conventional steam system, as shown in Figure 1. EBR-II has been

in operation since 1964 and has served primarily as a fast-flux irradiation facility since 1967.

Since 1975, it also has served as an operational testing facility.



To provide greater capabilities for operation transient testing, the Automatic Control

Rod Drive System (ACRDS) was installed in 1984. The ACRDS is capable of operating in

manual control mode the same as other control-rod drives, as well as in automatic control mode

using a digital computer. Under automatic control, it can change reactor power within

operating limits, hold reactor power constant, preform slow end-cf-run transients, and perform

fast transients.

The reactor core consists of sixteen rows of subassemblies. The inner six rows contain

fueled driver, control rod, and irradiation materials subassemblies. The outer ten rows contain

reflector and blanket subassemblies. One of the control rod subassemblies is connected to the

ACRDS. A closed-loop feedback system is used to control the ACRDS rod. The feedback

signal for the ACRDS rod is a neutron detector that measures the reactor power. The position

of the ACRDS control rod is automatically adjusted in order to produce a prescribed power

transient. Each fueled subassembly contains 61 or 91 fuel elements composed of metallic fuel

contained in a stainless steel cladding with a sodium bond. The subassemblies are supported

by a grid plate structure. Reactivity feedback typically provides a power reactivity decrement

(PRD) of -30 to -35£ from critical isothermal conditions to the rated power conditions, for

nominal sodium flowrate through the reactor.6 The reactivity feedback is attributable to

expansion of the driver fuel (about 25%), expansion of the sodium and steel (about 50%), and

expansion of the control rods (about 25%). Additional feedbacks due to expansion of the

support grid and of sodium and steel in the lower reflector produce about 2% reduction in

power for an inlet temperature increase of 1 °C.

The EBR-II primary system is located in a large double walled tank, which contains

about 340 m3 of sodium at 371 °C under normal operating conditions. Two centrifugal pumps

draw sodium from the pool into two reactor plena. About 84% of the flow passes through the

high pressure plenum and cools the core subassemblies, the remainder is diverted to reflector

and blanket subassemblies via the low pressure plenum. The flow from all of the

subassemblies collects in the upper plenum before passing through the outlet pipe connected

to the intermediate heat exchanger (IHX). After passing through the IHX, flow exits into the

primary tank at an elevation well above the core. Under normal operating conditions, sodium



sodium coolant leaves the reactor at a rate of 485 kg/s and at a temperature of 473 °C.

The secondary system sodium is driven by a single electromagnetic pump which

provides a flowrate of 315 kg/s under normal operating conditions. The heat in the secondary

system is transferred to a double walled steam generator that consists of seven parallel

evaporators, two superheaters and a steam drum. The steam system includes a conventional

turbine-generator to produce electricity.

EBR-II is well instrumented with thermocouples, flowmeters, neutron detectors, and

pressure transducers deployed throughout the plant. During a transient, the EBR-II Data

Acquisition System (DAS) polls the plant instruments at a rate of twice a second. The DAS

permits an in-depth analysis of the transient thermal-hydraulic responses of the primary,

secondary, and steam systems. EBR-II contains two systems that are capable of monitoring

fission-gas or delayed-neutron release from fuel pins. These systems are the Fuel-Element

Rupture Detectors (FERD)9 for detecting delayed-neutron (DN) precursors and the Ge-Li

Argon Scanning System (GLASS)10 for monitoring fission-gas activity in the reactor outlet

plenum. Because both the FERD and GLASS are located outside of the core, detection of

signals is delayed due to the time required for transport. Output from these systems is

recorded by the DAS.

HI. EXPERIMENT AND REACTOR CONDUCT

The TOPI-IE experiment contained nineteen preirradiated mixed-oxide fuel pins in a

subassembly which was placed into the central position of a EBR-II core specifically designed

for local power peaking. The test pins were preirradiated in outer row, lower fission-rate

positions before being assembled into the TOPI-IE test vehicle. Each of the test fuel pins was

contained in a shroud, or flow, tube to eliminate pin-to-pin thermal and mechanical

interactions. At the core center position, the test pins were preconditioned at a partial reactor

power level of 38 MWt, which produced approximately the same nominal steady-state linear

power that the test pins achieved in the outer row positions. The purpose of the

preconditioning, which lasted for five days, was to re-establish the steady-state thermal and



mechanical balance in the test pins. During both the preconditioning and the transient, the

reactor primary pumps were driven at maximum capacity, producing 116 % of nominal reactor

flow. Since the nominal reactor power is 62.5 MWt, the reactor power-to-flow (P/F) ratio

during the preconditioning period was only 52 % of the nominal reactor P/F ratio. The flow

to the test pins was regulated by orifices in the lower subassembly adapter and shroud tubes,

generating near design-level temperatures in the test pins during the preconditioning.

The TOPI-IE test was conducted within the bounds mandated by the safety analysis for

the experiment. Requirements for safe operation of the experiment included independent power

sources for the primary pump clutches and verification of the thermal-overload-relay setting

on the primary pump supply breaker to assure that there would be no premature trip of a

surviving pump if the other pump failed. A number of test conditions, including the scheduled

peak power, initial reactor power, and initial reactor inlet temperature, were chosen in order

to satisfy constraints imposed by the safety analysis. These requirements were met and

formally verified before the test was conducted.

To initiate the transient, the reactor was switched from manual to automatic control

governed by the ACRDS. The ACRDS was programmed to produce a linear power rise at a

rate of 0.038 MWt/s (i.e., 0.1 % of initial power per second). The reactor was scheduled to

reach a peak reactor power of 69.5 MWt at 829 s into the transient. The programmed power

ramp was designed to produce an average overpower in the test subassembly of «82 %.

Although the scheduled reactor peak power was above the rated reactor power (62.5 MWt),

the increased reactor flow during the transient meant that the reactor P/F ratio was below the

nominal reactor P/F ratio throughout the experiment. The reactor was protected during the

transient by the automatic trip functions of the PPS, which would have tripped the reactor on

either high power, high subassembly outlet temperature, or low flowrate conditions. Upon

reaching the scheduled peak power, the operator was directed to manually scram the reactor.

In addition, the operator was to manually scram the reactor at any time during the transient if

the FERD system detected a DN signal greater than 3000 cps, which would indicate cladding

breach.



Throughout the transient, the secondary pump was under automatic control dependent

upon on the primary system IHX outlet and reactor inlet temperatures. As these temperatures

rose during the transient, the pump controller correspondingly increased the secondary system

flowrate to minimize the increase in reactor inlet temperature.

The reactor did not reach the scheduled peak power because a large DN release was

detected 736 s into the transient by the FERD, indicating cladding breach. The test was

completed with a manual scram when the FERD limit of 3000 cps was exceeded. At the time

of the scram, the reactor had reached a power of 66.4 MWt, which produced a peak average

overpower of about 75 % in the test pins. Multiple peaks were observed in the DN signal, and

the profile suggested that more than one test fuel pin had breached.

Figure 2 shows that the desired reactor power ramp, 0.038 MWt/s, was accurately

produced by the ACRDS. Figure 3, which contains a plot of the ACRDS control-rod position

as a function of time, reveals that the ACRDS produced the power transient by inserting the

control rod at a constant rate into the core (EBR-II control rods are fueled, so reactivity is

inserted by moving the rods into the core), until the final stage of the transient. Approximately

27 s before the reactor was scrammed, the insertion rate of the ACRDS rod increased, as the

computer responded to a negative reactivity perturbation. The magnitude of the perturbation,

based on the movement of ACRDS control rod, was approximately 0.5 £. The cause of the

reactivity perturbation was apparently related to the TOPI-IE experiment. As expected, the

ACRDS promptly compensated for the reactivity perturbation, keeping the reactor power close

to the prescribed power transient.

Throughout the preconditioning period and transient, the primary pumps operated at

maximum attainable capacity without interruption, producing 116% of the normal full flowrate

level through the reactor. The secondary pump controller increased the secondary flowrate

from an initial value of 220 kg/s to a peak value of 290 kg/s. The rise in the secondary

flowrate minimized the increase in the reactor inlet temperature. Both the primary and

secondary pumps worked as anticipated, maintaining the core temperatures below those at

nominal conditions.



Fission gas (l33Xe, I3JXe, l38Xe, 85Kr, 87Kr, and 88Kr) and fission products ( l3 lI, 133I,
l31Te, l32Te, and l37Cs) were released to the primary system during the transient. About 20 s

following the beginning of the reactivity perturbation, fission products were swept past the

FERD system detectors. The transient was terminated with a manual reactor scram when the

FERD signal exceeded 3000 cps. Comparison of the fission gas activities observed in the

primary cover gas with previous releases indicated that the TOPI-IE source was very large.

For 135Xe, an activity of 33,000 nCi/ml was observed following the TOPI-IE test, which is

about eight times larger than the previous largest release. Following the transient, the EBR-II

Cover Gas Cleanup System (CGCS)10 was activated to remove the fission gas from the reactor.

The CGCS worked well, returning the cover gas activity to background levels within a day.

The fission products released were all short-lived DN emitters, which decayed within minutes.

Chemical analysis of the reactor sodium showed that uranium and plutonium levels were

normal, indicating that there was little or no fuel release to the sodium pool. The FERD

system detectors registered a DN count rate of «500 cps during the reactor run that followed

the TOPI-IE test. Prior to operation of the TOPI-IE test, the DN signal from tramp uranium

was »320 cps. The higher DN signal measured by the FERD has persisted and is believed to

be due to a small amount of fuel (»10 mg) which has lodged in an active flux region of the

reactor. However, it has no impact on operation of the reactor and doesn't affect the future

failure detection capabilities of the FERD system.

The TOPI-IE test had apparently no impact on the performance (i.e., lifetime) of the

metal fuel. The reactor returned to normal operation following removal of the test assembly

from the core. During the TOPI-IE test, all reactor systems (e.g., primary pumps, secondary

pump, ACRDS, CGCS, and FERD) worked as anticipated, producing the transient as planned

and containing the fission gas and fission products released.

IV. ANALYSIS OF REACTIVITY PERTURBATION

Neutron radiographs of the nineteen test pins following their removal from the reactor

showed that two FMS-clad pins, UW11047 and UW11048, had breached during the transient.

As described in the parallel paper,8 the breach of the UW11048 pin was relatively benign, with



damage occurring at the top of the fuel column (X/L * 0.9). Molten fuel from the central void

was found to have been deposited in the flow channel at the breach. In addition, minor

deposits of fuel debris in the annulus immediately above the fuel and on the debris screen at

the top of the shroud tube were noted. On the other had, the UW11047 pin was severely

damaged. The radiograph indicates possible cladding melting over the entire fuel length, radial

fuel movement to the shroud-tube outer wall, and extensive molten fuel relocation toward the

bottom of the pin.8 These phenomena apparently contributed to the observed reactivity

perturbation.

Various scenarios, such as sodium voiding, molten fuel slumping or fuel relocation, and

molten steel movement were considered in an evaluation of the reactivity change caused by the

breached pins. A three-dimensional (hex-z geometry) diffusion theory neutronics code, based

on first-order perturbation approximations, was used to compute the axial reactivity worths of

various reactor materials in the center of the EBR-II core (i.e., the location of the TOPI-IE

subassembly). The reactivity change was then calculated by multiplying the reactivity worths

with the change in weight of fuel phi components at each axial node. The reactivity change

due to sodium voiding was calculated by removing the sodium between the inner shroud tube

and the fuel pin. The change in fissile material weight due to fuel slumping was obtained by

comparing post-test 95Zr axial scanning data to pre-test data. This calculation was based on

the assumption that the total weight of fuel remained within the shroud tube. The assumption

i« supported by chemical analysis of the primary sodium and DN readings following the test,

which indicated that there was little fuel release. The results of the reactivity perturbation

calculation are shown in Table 1. The fuel slumping scenario for test pin UW11047 produced

the largest reactivity effect, about -0.17 £. The reactivity change due to fuel relocation in test

pin UW11048 is the second most significant effect, about -0.06 jb. The remaining factors are

smaller, producing a negligible change in reactivity.

A possible explanation for the reactivity perturbation is revealed by comparing the

movement of the ACRDS control rod to the measured excess reactivity. The timing of the pin

breaches can be obtained from the delayed neutron signal, as measured by the FERD system

detectors (Figure 4). The data represented in Figure 4 have been shifted by 20 s, since this is

8



estimated to be the time delay for the DN precursors to reach the detectors. The DN data

places the first DN release at 716 s (event A in Figure 4) and the second release at 736 s

(event B in Figure 4). Each appears to correspond to a cladding breach. The third peak in the

DN signal is probably due to fuel cracking during cool down. The cause of the sudden drop

in the DN signal at 739 s is not understood. Figure 5 shows the measured excess reactivity

and position of the ACRDS control rod during the final 50 s of the transient. The measured

excess reactivity is determined in real time by the DAS computer by applying an inverse

kinetics routine to the measured power signal. Superimposed on Figure 5 are the estimated

times at which the two pins failed, as derived from the DN signal corrected for the time delay.

The two largest negative reactivity insertions, at 722 s and 728 s, occurred following the first

pin breach but before the second breach. The ACRDS promptly responded to the reactivity

perturbation by accelerating the ACRDS rod insertion. The magnitudes of these two negative

insertions, about 0.2 $ to 0.4 $,, are consistent with the calculated reactivity change from fuel

movement in the more severely damaged UW11047 pin and suggest that UW11047 was the

first pin to breach.

V. SASSYS MODEL OF EBR-II

The SASSYS model of EBR-II was the main analysis tool for pre-test and post-test

simulations of the TOPI-IE experiment. Included in the SASSYS depiction of EBR-II are

models of the main heat transfer components in the primary and secondary systems. Currently

a steam system model has not been added, instead the sodium temperature drops across the

superheaters and evaporators as functions of time are used to establish the ultimate heat transfer

boundary condition. The reactor subassemblies are modeled as thirteen core channels. The

subassemblies are grouped into the channels based on similarities in composition, flowrate, and

operating power (i.e., all control rod subassemblies are grouped into one core channel, all

blanket subassemblies are grouped into another, and so on). The subassemblies in each

channel are conceptually represented by a single, average fuel pin and its associated coolant,

enclosed by a tube that represents a fraction of the subassembly duct wall.



The reactivity feedback model for EBR-II is based on empirical feedback coefficients

developed by EBR-II workers." They identified ten feedback coefficients, of which eight vary

linearly with temperature and are due to the thermal expansion of various core components.

One of the remaining non-linear components of the reactivity, the Doppler coefficient, is very

small and is a function of the reciprocal fuel temperature. The other non-linear feedback

coefficient was deduced by comparing the computed linear (plus Doppler) contributions to the

measured power reactivity decrement. The resulting feedback, termed bowing, is assumed to

respond instantaneously to changes in the core temperature rise (P/F ratio). All of the EBR-II

feedback coefficients are negative, except for the bowing term, which is small and positive.

The reactivity feedback model has been validated with data from mild reactor flow and core

inlet temperature perturbation experiments,11' u and with data from control-rod drop tests.

For a given core loading, the linear feedback (i.e., all feedback components except

bowing) as a function of core temperature rise is compared to the measured PRD response.

The difference between the model prediction and the measured PRD response is attributed to

incomplete understanding of reactivity feedback effects, and is identified as bowing. The input

parameters for the bowing model are used to empirically fit the bowing component to the

difference between the measured PRD response and the predicted linear feedback response for

a given core loading. Thus when a particular core loading is modeled with SASSYS, the

bowing feedback component is used to tune the integral response of the EBR-II feedback

model to the measured PRD response for that core loading.

The SASSYS model of EBR-II was used to establish safe operating conditions for the

reactor during the experiment. Analyses of the effect of the transient upon plant components,

including sodium-coolant systems and the reactor core indicated that the plant could safely

accommodate the transient with minimal impact upon the components. Initial reactor

conditions were consistent with those stipulated in the safety analysis. The test termination was

achieved in accordance with the requirements of the safety analysis. The transient power

response was consistent with that assumed in the safety analysis. The maximum reactor outlet

temperature was 467 °C, which was below the operating limit for the reactor outlet temperature

(478 °C). The peak P/F ratio was 0.12 MWt-s/kg, which is below the power-to-flow ratio at

10



nominal reactor conditions (0.13 MWt-s/kg). At all times, the EBR-II reactor performance

conformed to predictions of the transient behavior used as a basis for the safety analysis.

Further, simulations of off-normal events during the transient showed that the reactor would

have remained within safety margins under accident conditions. Even in the unlikely event that

a loss-of-flow or control rod run-in accident were to occur just as the scheduled peak power

was reached, the safety analysis showed that consequences to the reactor would not have been

worse than if the same accident occurred during normal reactor operation.

Comparisons of DAS data with corresponding data from a post-test simulation of the

transient demonstrates the ability of SASSYS to model overpower events. Data from the

secondary pump and the ACRDS are used to simulate the behavior of the control systems

which regulated the transient. In addition, data from measurements of the reactor PRD are

used to set the integral response of the SASSYS reactivity feedback model. The quality of the

simulation can be judged by comparisons of computed reactor temperatures and excess

reactivity with measured reactor temperatures and excess reactivity.

The action of the ACRDS is modeled by adding a time-dependent external reactivity

to the point-kinetics equation in the neutronics model. The reactivity insertion as a function

of time is given by the product of the time-dependent control-rod position and the reactivity

worth of the control rod, which was measured before the test was conducted. Since the

reactivity perturbation caused by the pin breaches was not modeled in SASSYS, the control-rod

position during the final 30 s of the transient was extrapolated from earlier control-rod position

data. A plot of the control-rod position as modeled by SASSYS is shown in Figure 3.

The response of the secondary system in the simulation was driven by tables of the

secondary system flowrate and of the temperature drop across the sodium-side of the steam

generator. Data in the tables were derived from measurements of the flowrate through the

secondary pump and measurements of the average evaporator and superheater temperature

drops as recorded by the DAS. The measured secondary pump flowrate represents the

behavior of the secondary system controller, while the measured evaporator and superheater

temperature drops provide the ultimate heat-transfer boundary condition for the model.

11



For a normal core loading in EBR-II, the reactivity feedback response of the reactor is

characterized by measurements of the power reactivity decrement from cold-critical

(normalized P/F ratio of 0) to full power conditions (normalized P/F ratio of 1). PRD

measurements are made at the start-up of each reactor run. Starting from cold-critical

conditions, the reactor power is increased by steps of about 10 MW. After each power step

is made, the reactor is allowed to come to equilibrium. The change in reactivity for a power

step is given by the product of the change in position of the control rods and the control-rod

worth. The temperature increase across the reactor is proportional to the P/F ratio of the

reactor. This process is repeated until the reactor reaches full power. For the TOPI-IE core

loading though, PRD measurements were taken only up to the preconditioning power

(normalized P/F ratio of 0.52). PRD measurements for the power range of the transient (from

a normalized P/F ratio of 0.52 to about 0.92) were not made. An estimate of the PRD at the

peak P/F ratio of the TOPI-IE transient can be made by adding the reactivity inserted during

the transient to the PRD of the reactor at the start of the transient. This method results in an

estimated PRD of -32.5 0 at the peak of the transient.

The response of the reactivity feedback model is matched to the measured PRD for the

reactor. But when the estimated PRD for the peak of the transient is used to characterize the

response of the model over the power range of the transient, the model does not produce the

anticipated power transient. The peak power produced by the model falls 2.5 MW below the

measured peak power of the transient, which indicates that the reactivity feedback response of

the model is too large. When the reactivity feedback response of the model is reduced, so that

the PRD at the peak of the transient is -31 £, the model correctly reproduces the power

transient, as shown in Figure 2. The estimate of the PRD for the peak of the transient is based

on transient (i.e., non-equilibrium) data. The reactivity feedback response of the reactor lags

behind the reactivity inserted by the ACRDS control rod. Thus the estimated PRD at the peak

of the transient is larger than the true feedback response of the reactor. The response of the

reactivity feedback model used in the post-test simulation of TOPI-IE is shown in Figure 6.

At the normalized P/F ratio at the peak of the transient (0.92), the total feedback produced by

the model is equivalent to a PRD (at equilibrium conditions) of -31 i. Also shown in Figure 6

are the PRD measurements for the TOPI-IE core loading and a plot of the reactivity feedback

12



model based on the estimated PRD at the peak of the transient (i.e., a PRD of -32.5 f, at a

normalized P/F ratio of 0.92).

The quality of the post-test simulation of TOPI-IE can be judged by a comparison of

computed and measured reactor temperatures. As shown in Figure 7, the agreement between

the computed and measured reactor outlet temperatures is excellent. The reactor outlet

temperature increases in step with the reactor power. The agreement between computed and

measured reactor inlet temperatures is also excellent, as shown in Figure 8. The secondary

pump controller limits the rise in reactor inlet temperature to about 3 °C during the transient.

Following the reactor scram, the inlet temperature continues to rise due to the normal trip of

the secondary pump 6 s after a scram. The comparison between measured and calculated

excess reactivity (Figure 9) shows that the model is able to accurately simulate the core

neutronics. Excess reactivity is a measure of the difference between the inserted reactivity and

the feedback reactivity at any given time. The good agreement between computed reactor

variables and measured data demonstrates the ability of SASSYS to model overpower

transients.

VI CONCLUSIONS

The performance of EBR-II during the TOPI-IE overpower experiment was excellent.

All reactor systems required to produce the transient (e.g., primary pumps, secondary pump

controller, and ACRDS) performed as anticipated, keeping the reactor within the bounds

stipulated by the safety analysis. The failure of two mixed-oxide fuel pins resulted in a large

release of fission gas to the primary system. The Cover Gas Cleanup System removed the

fission gas, returning the cover gas activity to background levels within a day. Barriers in the

test subassembly (e.g., shroud tubes and debris screens) contained virtually all of the molten

fuel and fuel debris released from the failed pins. None of the metal fuel elements in the

reactor sustained damaged during the transient. EBR-II returned to normal operation following

removal of the test subassembly.

13



The pin failures produced a small negative reactivity perturbation. The Automatic

Control Rod Drive System responded to the perturbation, accelerating the insertion of the

ACRDS control rod. The ACRDS response was rapid enough to overcome the effect of the

reactivity perturbation on the reactor power and still produce the desired overpower transient.

The negative reactivity perturbation that occurred toward the end of the test was

apparently due to the movement of damaged fuel of the two breached pins in the TOPI-IE

experiment. The more severely damage pin, UW11047, was probably the first pin to fail.

The post-test analysis of the transient demonstrates the ability of SASSYS to model

overpower events in a liquid-metal reactor. But since the feedback response of the reactor over

the power range of the transient could only be estimated, future transient overpower tests in

EBR-II should include characterization of reactor feedbacks to the highest power level feasible.
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Nuclide

Na

Fe

Cr

Ni

Mn

239Pu

23lu

o
Total

Component of Reactivity Change (e")

UW11047Na

Voiding

0.0039

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.0039

UW11047 Loss

of Cladding*

-

0.0152

0.0032

0.0007

0.0003

-

-

-

-

0.0194

UW11047 Fuel

Slumping

r

-

-

-

-

-0.0807

-0.0648

-0.0273

0.0009

-0.1719

UW11048 Fuel

Relocation

-

-

-

-

-0.0271

-0.0258

-0.0046

0.0003

-0.0572

* Hypothetical removal of cladding from core.

Table 1. Components of Reactivity Change from Breached Pins.
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